Confidentiality - I have nothing to hide.

7th December, 2017

Dear Roma, Britnell (Wacolambool),

Yes, many of the roads are in poor repair, very rough on vehicles. Seeing many pot holes form, when supposedly repaired, my observations sees them topped up to become larger as time goes on with the filling corroding the edges more. Being a sewer, if a garment starts wearing holes, I cut a larger area and replace the piece wider than the tear, so, a pot hole may need surrounding ground cut away, the edges may be weak. I am not saying I am right, but could be a thought. The road edges are bad, other than tapering the road surface into the road edge when it is tarred, nothing comes to mind, the roads seem to just end, when vehicles drive on it the edge breaks away, tapering it further may help or not!!

Scren J Powell